
April 15, 2021

Victor Planning & Zoning Commission

Victor City Council

10 South Main Street

Victor, Idaho 83455

Comment letter on Teton Valley Resort applications LU2021-02 and CUP 2021-03

Dear Victor Officials:

We are the Hidalgo Montiel family: Mario, Celerina, and Dario.  We have lived in Trailer

#1 at the Rockin’ H mobile home park for 21 years, which the City of Victor recently

approved to become Phase 2 of Teton Valley Resort. We paid $15,000 for our home.  We

still live in our home and pay $500 monthly rent to Teton Valley Resort plus $120 in

electricity.  Even though we live right next to the property to be annexed for Phase 3 of

the resort, we have received no notice about the public hearings on April 22, 2021.  We

have also seen no notice posted on site regarding these hearings.

When Victor approved the zone that allowed for Phase 2 of Teton Valley Resort, that

kicked off many events which hurt our family and continue to cause us great distress.

Our father Mario Sr. is 67 with diabetes, high cholesterol, and blood pressure.  The stress

of our situation is very high.  Mario says that when he sees all the construction machines

around him, he feels despair.  He feels powerless, like he can’t do anything.

When our family first found the 90-day eviction notice on our door we felt pressured

that the city of Victor was allowing the resort to expand very quickly.  However, we were

told by the landlord that they would help us relocate. Now we see that has not

happened.  Due to his age and health conditions, it will be very difficult for our father to

find our family another rental without the assistance promised by the landlord.  Most

rental places require working-able tenants.  We cannot just move out, because we will

have to get rid of most of our things.  If we cannot find a solution – whether it’s another

piece of land, and the money to move the trailer, we will also lose our home and porch.

When we move, we will have to spend money on first, last, deposit, application fees, and

almost double increase on rent.



Because Victor approved expansion of the resort into Phase 2, and Teton Valley Resort

has not helped us like they promised, our family is stuck in a unlivable place.  The

current conditions on the property are not safe. Some trailers are abandoned and

vandalized.  The landlord is piling materials onsite. It is dangerous: just yesterday on

April 14, 2021 construction workers knocked down 2 large trees within 15 feet of our

house.  Some of us were home and inside at the time. We watched out the window and

felt afraid for our house. We also felt afraid for Mario Sr. and Dario’s pickup trucks which

were narrowly missed by the machines and trees. The workers then dragged the trees to

end of the trailer park and then burned them.

This situation is not sustainable.  We ask Victor to please not allow the resort to keep

expanding which will make the current situation even worse and more dangerous.  If you

approve Phase 3 right now, it will mean that even more machines pass through,  more

noise, more dust, more digging, and more construction debris piling up.  Please do not

annex and approve the new zone for Phase 3 until Teton Valley resort has met their

obligations in Phase 2 to keep the areas safe and help us relocate to a habitable space.

Sincerely

Mario Hidalgo-Montiel

Celerina Jiménez Sosa

Jose Dario Hidalgo Jiménez



From: Corey McGrath
To: Carl Osterberg
Subject: Teton Valley Resort Annexation
Date: Saturday, April 10, 2021 5:30:47 PM

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing today regarding the pending annexation of the property owned by Teton Valley
Resort. While I believe the commission could find a way to eventually make this possible, this
currently seems premature, leaves unfulfilled promises of a prior CUP, and has little current
mitigation as is currently proposed. I hope that you carefully consider this application, holding
Teton Valley Resort accountable to prior CUP stipulations prior to approving and understand
the significant size of this expansion. Additionally, I hope that you put required and
enforceable mitigation requirements in any subsequent approval.

Per the prior CUP for phase 2 of development Teton Valley Resort is required to install a type
a/b buffer and build a bike path, per my understanding. Let's make sure the applicant finishes
all aspects of a prior development agreement BEFORE approving additional space and
development. Additionally, I personally think a type c/d would be more appropriate putting
such a heavy use in such a residential dispersed area. I would also comment that all parcels
abbuting this proposed annexation be specifically included in any buffering- some parcels are
in the city, while some are in the city's area of impact.

Additionally, I would ask the commission to consider the size and proposed density of this
development. The parcel in question is 12 acres. As part of phase 2 (already approved) the
property expanded to 15 total acres. With this addition Teton Valley Resort would almost
double again to 27 total acres. For reference, Sherman Park is 57 acres, so almost half of a
Sherman Park size parcel would become a campground. Regardless of the need or
viability that is a large impact on the town and surrounding area. What will this increased use
do to existing traffic on Hwy 31? Will an additional traffic study be commissioned?

I would ask the council to also consider providing actual connectivity to town for pedestrians
or bicyclists. The current proposed pathway would end at the northeast corner of Teton Valley
Resort property and dump people onto a crumbling shoulder along Hwy 31 for a few hundred
feet where it picks up at Crystal Ave. Is there any way to make Teton Valley Resort
responsible for that connection to the pathway at Crystal? I know it's not their property, but it
would provide a lot more connectivity to town.

I do want to comment favorably on the overall look and operation of Teton Valley Resort both
from my observations and relatives who have stayed there: the Resort runs a clean, visually
attractive, and good operation. I believe that with some strong requirements in a CUP this
could be a good project, but all prior stipulations should ALREADY BE COMPLETED and
any future stipulations should ensure full mitigation. There is no going back and wishing they
planted more trees or built a better fence.

To conclude: show me the bike path, build a bigger buffer, and consider the immense size of
this proposed annexation and parcel. 

Thank you for your consideration,

mailto:coreylmcgrath@gmail.com
mailto:planner@victorcityidaho.com


Corey McGrath



April 15, 2021

Victor Planning & Zoning Commission
10 S. Main St.
Victor, ID 83455

Re: Comments on the Teton Valley Resort Annexation & Rezone and Application for
Conditional Use Permit For an Onsite Restaurant

Dear Members of the Commission:

Teton Valley Resort (TVR) has laid out a phased plan for a resort development, and has
now applied for an annexation and rezone of Phase 3 along with a Conditional Use Permit
(CUP) for an onsite restaurant.  Meanwhile, Phase 2 of the resort remains incomplete,
constitutes an attractive nuisance, is still the subject of significant unresolved housing
disputes, and presents imminent public health, safety, and welfare issues.   Visible from
Highway 31, Phase 2 is blighted with trash, stockpiled materials, and dilapidated trailers -
some of which are abandoned.  Garage and debris blows in the wind while at least one
family still lives there.

The City of Victor approved the rezone of Phase 2 on October 9, 2019.  In order to make
way for the 2020 expansion into Phase 2, nine Hispanic households in the Rockin’ H mobile
home community were served 90-day eviction notices by TVR which did not comply with
the Idaho Mobile Home Park Act  (I.C. §55-2001 et seq). These residents were also not
served notice of the  2019 rezone process itself. (I.C. § 55-207(3)(F).   These residents have
also not received written or posted notice for the April 22, 2021 hearings.

TVR’s current Phase 3 annexation narrative states that they are in the process of
constructing Phase 2 on the Rockin’ H mobile home site and it is scheduled to be completed
by the end of this year.  The Hidalgo family still resides and pays rent onsite, amid all of the
garbage and debris.  Multiple residents also still claim ownership of their mobile homes,
but some are not moveable and will require professional demolition.  All of this constitutes
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an attractive nuisance that is within the power of the City of Victor to abate. The applicant’s
failure to develop Phase 2 in an orderly fashion has created health, safety, and welfare
issues on-site and to the surrounding neighborhood. As such, we ask that Victor require
mitigation of the existing conditions onsite as concurrent requirements to the
issuance of any further development entitlements to TVR.

Basis of Authority:

Both the Victor City Code and the Idaho Local Land Use Planning Act (LLUPA) call for
orderly and safe growth from Idaho communities.  LLUPA gives cities wide latitude in
requiring certain conditions for rezones through the use of a development agreement. Per
the Givens Pursley Idaho Land Use Law Handbook1, “These [requirements] might encompass
restrictions on use, design of the development, conservation requirements (such as water
reuse), and provision for roads and other infrastructure, open space, workforce housing, and
other benefits.”

Victor’s criteria for considering an annexation request includes the mitigation of impacts
onsite and offsite. The City must consider the provision of services to the site - including,
but not limited to, trash, sewer, and water. (Land Development Code 14.7.14.B)

Victor has authority under Section 4-1 of the City Code to abate all nuisances, which are
broadly defined in the city’s code and also include all common law and statutory nuisances.
Nuisance actions are addressed in Idaho Code §52-101 et seq and include public nuisances
as “one which affects at the same time an entire community or neighborhood, or any
considerable number of persons, although the extent of the annoyance or damage inflicted
upon individuals may be unequal.” (I.C. § 52-102)

A Conditional Use Permit (CUP) is one that is not outright allowed within a zone, but is
allowed only if certain conditions specified in the ordinance are met. LLUPA grants Victor
broad authority to impose conditions and restrictions on the issuance of any CUP. (I.C.
67-6512) Any permit approved must be subject to Victor being able to provide services
onsite. Id.

1 Idaho Land Use Handbook, Page 346, 2019. Gary G. Allen, Christopher H. Meyer, Deborah
E. Nelson, Franklin G. Lee.

https://northend.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/handbook-landuse.pdf
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Dangerous Ongoing Existing Conditions:
TVR is asking the City of Victor for a gratuitous request: to annex and rezone Phase 3 and
also permit an onsite restaurant when there are deleterious, pre-existing conditions within
Phase 2.

● As noted in 14.7.14.B.3 of the Annexation Narrative, the road to access the site to be
annexed and up-zoned passes through the property with the blighted mobile home
park

● At least one family, the Hidalgo Family, still lives and pays rent in this park.
● Since last fall, TVR has also been stockpiling its construction materials within the

park in anticipation of expanding to this now-proposed annexation site.
● On April 14, 2021 TVR began demolishing large trees immediately next to the

occupied Hidalgo home, which caused the family great fear and distress that their
home or trucks would be hit. The trees were then dragged nearby and burned.

● Some trailers are abandoned while others are still owned but are not in good enough
condition to be safely relocated.

● Rockin’ H has become an attractive nuisance, and some trailers have now been
vandalized.

● Uncontained trash, garbage, and debris piles up, and spreads to adjacent properties,
via the Victor winds.

Conditions of Approval:
We ask that the Planning & Zoning Commission recommend to the City Council, certain
conditions of approval to the Annexation and Rezone and CUP request that will address the
existing dangerous and inhumane housing conditions onsite as a concurrent condition of
approval for new development entitlements:

1. $15,000 for each displaced resident of Rockin H for moving costs, or labor and all
fees for moving each manufactured home (including permitting fees) with the City,
the modification of any home to a new residence to comport with City requirements,
and costs to any damage to a home that affects habitability.

2. Demolition and removal of homes that cannot be moved without charge to the
household.

3. Refund of all households’ security deposits.
4. A neutral or positive reference.
5. A waiver of all rents due from the date of the 90 Day Notice.
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6. In the event another agreement is reached. That agreement would be signed by the
resident, of their own free will, after having access to an attorney or advocate for
review, and their, and your, obligations for moving have been met.

Please note that the Teton County, Idaho Affordable Housing Strategic Plan adopted in
2019 recommends a requirement of affordable housing through Annexation and Rezones
as a top priority or “Tier One” strategy. The plan states as follows: “Require mitigation of
impacts on affordable workforce housing by significant new development as part of
annexation agreements, planned unit development approval and other legally permissible
Mechanisms.” A Development Agreement for Rezone is another “legally permissible
mechanism.”

To address this issues as well as other goals of the Strategic Housing Plan, we
recommend the following condition of approval:

7. Prior to review by the City Council, the applicant shall fund the hire of an affordable
housing professional to complete a housing needs assessment generated by the TVR
development, and the assessment shall identify all necessary measures to fully
mitigate the impacts from the housing needs generated by the development.

8. The City of Victor Planning & Zoning Administrator shall select the affordable
housing professional.

9. The City Council shall review the housing needs assessment and proposed
mitigation and, if deemed acceptable by the Council, said mitigation shall be
incorporated into an Annexation and/or Development Agreement.

If TVR refuses to accept conditions that address health, safety, and welfare issues
through the context of Annexation, Rezone, and Conditional Use Permit approval
criteria, that is grounds for denial.

Teton Valley Resort is asking for three separate discretionary approvals and the city has
every right to ensure that issues inherent to Annexation and Planning & Zoning authority
are addressed.  The sewer capacity in the plant that serves the cities of Victor, Driggs, and
parts of the unincorporated Teton County is badly in need of an upgrade.2 And indeed,

2 Tellman, Julia: “Sewage plant upgrades are needed to achieve discharge compliance, study
says” Teton Valley News, March 10, 2021.

https://www.driggsidaho.org/use_images/community_development/tetoncountyidahoaffordablehousingplan-2-20-2019.pdf
https://www.tetonvalleynews.net/news/local_government/sewage-plant-upgrades-are-needed-to-achieve-discharge-compliance-study-says/article_a18c1f17-a57b-52fa-95cc-f35051446efc.html
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TVR’s narrative notes that “some sanitary sewer facilities may need improvement in order to
serve this site. A more detailed assessment of the existing sewer capabilities will be
determined through the City’s upcoming facility planning study schedule to be completed by
early summer.” This is the proverbial cart before the horse.  The capacity of Victor’s sewer
facilities is a critical issue which serves as a statutory prerequisite for  both annexation,
and also a CUP to operate the commercial restaurant. There is strong precedent in Idaho
for cities to exercise caution and require all service capacity studies to be done in advance
of any binding decision on annexation or issuance of a CUP.3 To do otherwise runs contrary
to the statutory duty of local governments to assess service capacity before issuing any
permits authorizing development.

To be clear, TVR has no inherent right to a Conditional Use Permit. Just because the space
for TVR’s restaurant presently exists, that does not bootstrap their ongoing applications
into legitimacy.  All statutory and city requirements must still be met for a permit to be
issued here. Here, the Victor’s sewer capacity is in question, and the applicant has asked for
the unlimited option to expand their onsite restaurant services over time as the business
becomes established and grows.

Likewise, TVER has no inherent right to annexation and rezone. Victor does not need to
approve further expansion and claim jurisdiction over what’s already become public health
risk.  If there is an unwillingness on the part of TVR to provide transparent  assurances that
they will timely address the ongoing blight and safety hazards in Phase 3, Victor has no
obligation to expand city water and improve on sewer facilities to service this 12-acre rural
field outside of the city limits.

Respectfully submitted,

Shawn Hill

Executive Director

3 Cities cannot waive service studies to be conducted after-the-fact when approving
permits authorising development. Fischer v. City of Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349, 109 P.3d 1091
(2005); Daley v. Blaine Cty., 108 Idaho 614, 701 P.2d 234 (1985).

mailto:shawn@tetonvalleyadvocates.org
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